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Detailed understanding with some                   

conclusions of the importance of hygiene 

and safety within practical lessons.  

Good detail on all 5 food poisoning                   

bacteria including foods and consumer 

groups affected and methods of reducing 

contamination. Good understanding of the 

difference between foodborne bacteria and 

viruses.  

Independent working, selecting & using hand 

held and electrical equipment and processes 

safely & correctly.  

High level of precision making using a range of 

skills producing a rigorous outcome.            

Problems are overcome during production  

resulting in a commercially viable product              

suitable for the stated target market.  

Demonstrates high consideration for                  

aesthetics when presenting final dishes using a 

variety of finishing techniques and garnishing.                                                                 

Evaluations identify key weaknesses with               

detailed, relevant and creative improvements 

suggested based on client testing and                     

comments.               

Appropriate testing methods used and                       

recording completed.  

Detailed consideration and justification for             

improving the nutritional content & cost of final     

dishes based on nutritional analysis and costing 

completed.  

Focused work, concise and relevant.             

Excellent presentation showing                         

consideration of the reader.  All text 

and sketches legible showing a very 

good grasp of SP&G with very good 

use of technical language. 
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Good understanding with some                          

conclusions of the importance of hygiene 

and safety within practical lessons.  

Good detail on 3—4 food poisoning                 

bacteria including foods and consumer 

groups affected and methods of reducing 

contamination. Some understanding of the 

difference between foodborne bacteria and 

viruses.  

Demonstrates high skills, working                          

independently, selecting & using hand held and 

electrical equipment safely & correctly.  

Very good level of final product,                       

demonstrating quality control.  

Demonstrates high consideration for                    

aesthetics when presenting final dishes using a 

variety of finishing techniques and garnishing.             

Evaluations identify key weaknesses and            

further improvements based on client testing 

and comments.   

Appropriate testing methods used and                    

recording completed.  

Detailed consideration and justification for             

improving the nutritional content & cost of final 

dishes based on nutritional analysis and costing 

completed.  

Focused work, concise and relevant.  

Well  presented.  All text and sketches 

legible showing a good grasp of SP&G 

good use of technical language  
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Basic understanding with some                         

conclusions of the importance of hygiene 

and safety within practical lessons.  

Basic detail on 2—3 food poisoning                   

bacteria including foods and consumer 

groups affected and methods of reducing 

contamination.  

Independently using hand held & electrical 

equipment safely, demonstrating good skill 

levels.  

Good final product with some evidence of  

quality control.  

Demonstrates some consideration for            

aesthetics when presenting final dishes using 

some finishing techniques and garnishing.                                                                                                          

Evaluations consider some further                            

developments, with some justifications, based 

on client comments.  

Mostly appropriate testing methods with   sug-

gestions for improvements included.                

Detailed consideration for improving the              

nutritional content & cost of final dishes based 

on nutritional analysis and costing completed.  

Focused work, concise and relevant.  

Well presented.  All text and sketches 

legible with some use of technical 

language. A small number of errors in 

SP&G  
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Basic understanding with limited                      

conclusions of the importance of hygiene 

and safety within practical lessons.  

Limited detail on a couple of food                      

poisoning bacteria including foods and              

consumer groups affected and methods of 

reducing contamination.  

Use of hand held & electrical equipment  safely 

with minimal help.   

Basic product completed with minimal quality  

control.  

Basic consideration for aesthetics of the final 

product using limited garnishing. 

Evaluations identifying what needs improving 

with basic further modifications suggested.  

Some further improvements considered based 

on nutritional analysis and costing completed. 

Mostly focused work, concise and                   

relevant.  Fairly well presented.  All 

text and sketches legible with some 

use of technical language. Use of MSP 

code for spelling, punctuation &  

grammar. Some effort made in 

presentation. 


